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called proto-elements, and the latter again join together
into various forms known to science as chemical elements.
The astral plane is similarly divided into seven, but
has two main divisions, the lower astral having four sub-
divisions and the higher astral the remaining three.
Similarly, the fifth plane, the mental, has two main
divisions, the Rupa Loka and the Arupa Loka, or the
Form Level and the Formless Level, with four and three
subdivisions respectively. It includes, though it is not
identical with, what is called Devachan or Devaloka, the
land of the Gods, or the heaven. Devachan, the state of
happiness, bears that name because of its nature and
condition, nothing interfering with it to cause pain or sor-
row. It is a specially guarded state into which positive evil
is not allowed to intrude, a blissful resting place for man to
peacefully assimilate the fruits of the past physical life.
The other planes are also similarly subdivided into
seven each.
Q. Are the different worlds or planes as well as the
subplanes composed of different kinds of matter ?
Ans. Each world has its own type of matter, the matter
of the atomic subplane, and has also its own substances
or aggregations of that matter arranged into seven sub- '
states; but any type of matter is formed out of the
grossest matter of the world next above, and thus the
matter of which all the interpenetrating worlds are built
is essentially the same though differently arranged and
of different degrees of density.
Q. Please explain this in detail as far as the physical
world is concerned.
Ans. Formerly it was believed by Science that chemical
atoms were the ultimate units of all physical forms ; but
later on they were found to be complex structures, so

